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Objectives

At the end of this presentation, the audience is expected:

• To understand what a major accident is.

• To understand how maintenance can cause major accidents.

• To know the implication in the presence of combustible metal dust

• To understand some strategies for major accident prevention.
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Major accident in process industry

• Process industries have a major accident potential

• Major accidents ≡ process accidents

- i.e. major release, explosion, fire or structural failure

• Maintainable barriers are used for accident prevention

• Maintenance-related requirements may be deficient

• According to sources (e.g. HSE and TNO) in reviewed literature:

- Over 30% of process accidents are linked to maintenance
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Perspectives of accident causes

.
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Percentage of accidents

caused by maintenance

Category Data

Total maintenance-related MAs 80

Total major accidents analyzed 183

Fraction of maintenance MAs 80/183

% of maintenance-related MAs 44 %
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Most frequent active causes

Fig: % of categories of active failures in 80 maintenance-related accidents
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Fig: % of categories of latent failures in 80 maintenance-related accidents
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Most frequent work-process cause                             

Fig: % of categories of work-process failures in 80 maintenance-related accidents
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Kawasaki Tennessee Aluminum Dust Fire

• Event: On April 24, 2017, fire occurred from clogged aluminum dust 

in a funnel (dust collector), part of fan system for dust removal from 

production area.

• Major hazard: Aluminum dust (Combustible dust)

• Work process influence: Poor schedule for evacuating dust from 

dust collector (i.e. deficient planning/scheduling/fault diagnosis).

• Accident process influence: Active failure - Maintenance of the 

dust collector was inadequate (i.e. lack of barrier maintenance)
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Hoeganaes Metal Dust Fire and Hydrogen 

Explosion (May 27, 2011)

• Event: Hydrogen explosion and metal dust fire - 3 killed, 2 injured; 

leaking gas to be fixed, untested and mistaken for Nitrogen; removal 

of trench cover with forklift created sparks for ignition.

• Major hazard: Hydrogen gas and iron dust (Combustibles)

• Work process influence: Gas untested (i.e. deficient 

planning/scheduling/fault diagnosis), Use of forklift fork with chains 

(i.e. deficient performance of maintenance work)
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Hoeganaes Metal Dust Fire and Hydrogen 

Explosion (May 27, 2011) - Continued

• Accident process influence:

➢ Active failure – Creation of spark from forklift (i.e. maintenance being an 

initiating event for an accident scenario); 

➢ Latent failure –

1. Irregular inspection of pipes in the trench (i.e. deficient risk 

assessment), 

2. no testing to identify the type of gas leak (i.e. deficient risk 

assessment), 

3. no job hazard analysis (i.e. deficient risk assessment), 

4. no training of workers on hazard recognition (i.e. deficient 

design/organization/resource management), 

5. failure to learn from near-misses (i.e. deficient learning).
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Hoeganaes Metal Dust Fire (March 29, 2011)

• Event: An engineer using a hammer mistakenly lofted large 

amounts of iron dust from flat surfaces of the furnace, leading to his 

being engulfed in flames that caused him severe burns.

• Major hazard: Iron dust (Combustible dust)

• Work process influence: Use of a metallic hammer rather than a 

mallet (i.e. deficient performance of maintenance work)
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Hoeganaes Metal Dust Fire (March 29, 

2011) - Continued

• Accident process influence:

➢ Active failure – Creation of spark, using metallic hammer on metallic 

surface with combustible dust (i.e. maintenance being an initiating 

event for an accident scenario)

➢ Latent failure –

1. No effective overhaul in relation to dust containment and 

housekeeping procedures following the combustible dust testing of 

2009 (i.e. deficient implementation of requirements), 

2. no job hazard analysis (i.e. deficient risk assessment), 

3. no training of workers on hazard recognition (i.e. deficient 

design/organization/resource management), 
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Hoeganaes Metal Dust Fire (January 31, 

2011)

• Event: During restart of a bucket elevator motor, vibrations from the 

elevator dispersed combustible iron dust, leading to the severe burn 

of two workers and their subsequent death.

• Major hazard: Iron dust (Combustible dust)

• Work process influence: Incorrect inspection approval, following 

the correction of the bucket elevator had gone off-track. (i.e. 

deficient planning/scheduling/fault diagnosis).
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Hoeganaes Metal Dust Fire (January 31, 

2011) - Continued

• Accident process influence:

➢ Active failure – Fire almost immediately after the restart of the elevator 

motor (i.e. maintenance being an initiating event for an accident 

scenario)

➢ Latent failure – No effective overhaul in relation to dust containment 

and housekeeping procedures following the combustible dust testing of 

2009 (i.e. deficient implementation of requirements).
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AL Solutions, Inc., Metal Dust Explosion 

and Fire (December 9, 2010)

• Event: Dust explosion occurred during the processing of Zirconium 

in a defective blender – 3 killed, 1 injured; Sparks or heat generated 

between the blender blades (metal surface) and sidewall (metal 

surface) ignited the zirconium dust.

• Major hazard: Titanium and Zirconium dust (Combustible dusts)

• Work process influence: Blender remained defective in spite of 

maintenance carried out on it earlier (i.e. deficient 

planning/scheduling/fault diagnosis).
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AL Solutions, Inc., Metal Dust Explosion 

and Fire (December 9, 2010) - Continued

• Accident process influence:

➢ Active failure – Spacing not maintained between blender blades and 

walls (i.e. lack of barrier maintenance)

➢ Latent failure –

1. No dust collection system for reduction of hazards of metal dust 

explosion (i.e. deficient risk assessment)

2. Non-adherence to the practices recommended in NFPA 484 for 

controlling combustible metal dust hazards installation (i.e. deficient 

implementation of requirements)

3. OSHA did not carry out a Combustible Dust NEP inspection at the 

company before the 2010 incident despite the company’s history of 

near-misses (i.e. deficient regulatory oversight).
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Hayes Aluminum Dust Explosion 

(October 29, 2003)

• Event: Dust explosion in a scrap re-melting system, killed 1, injured 

2 and destroyed equipment; restart of dry chip feed system led to 

the formation of a crust in the vortex and overflow of chips into the 

spark box in the dust duct, leading to fire and explosion.

• Major hazard: Aluminum dust (Combustible dust).

• Work process influence: No inspection to deal with why the chip 

system was releasing excess dust (i.e. deficient 

planning/scheduling/fault diagnosis).
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Hayes Aluminum Dust Explosion 

(October 29, 2003) - Continued

• Accident process influence:

➢ Active failure – Maintenance in the chip processing and dust collector 

area was insufficient (i.e. lack of barrier maintenance)

➢ Latent failure –

1. No formal training for operating and maintaining the chip-processing 

and dust collection systems (i.e. deficient design/organization/resource 

management)

2. no study about the excessive dust that was leaking from the chip 

system (i.e. deficient risk assessment)

3. ineffective design of dust collector system (i.e. deficient 

design/organization/resource management).
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Hayes Aluminum Dust Explosion 

(October 29, 2003) - Continued

➢ Latent failure –

1. non-adherence to National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 651 

guidance on dust collector design and installation (i.e. deficient 

implementation of requirements)

2. no formal documentation for investigation and follow-up of preventive 

actions in relation to aluminum dust fire incidents (i.e. deficient 

documentation)

3. flame-retardant clothing not worn during routing work near the melt 

furnace (i.e. deficient risk assessment).
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Jahn Foundry Resin Dust Explosion 

(February 25, 1999)

• Event: Resin dust explosion in shell mold area spread fire and 

dispersed settled dust, leading to major secondary explosion, killing 

three and injuring nine.

• Work process influence:

1. Insufficient maintenance of the gas burner system (i.e. deficient 

planning/scheduling/fault diagnosis).

2. Insufficient housekeeping  (i.e. deficient planning/scheduling/fault 

diagnosis).

• Accident process influence:

➢ Latent failure – Inadequate design of the gas burner system (i.e. 

deficient design/organization/resource management).
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Dust Explosion in a Silicon Grinding 

Plant at Bremanger, Norway (1972)

• Event: During partial shutdown, a hole was made with a cutting 

torch in a steel pipe used for silicon powder transportation while the 

pipe was uncleaned, and this led to ignition and explosion of dust.

• Major hazard: Silicon dust (Combustible dust)

• Work process influence: Silicon powder not evacuated from steel 

pipe prior to hot work (i.e. deficient preparation for maintenance).

• Accident process influence: Latent failure – No job hazard 

analysis (i.e. deficient risk assessment).
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Accident risk reduction strategies

1. Use of 5S, whereby the “Seiso” element will help reduce 

accumulation of dust in the metal industry.

2. Training maintenance workers on hazard recognition.

3. Use of a task-specific work permit containing a list of hazards 

that maintenance personnel will encounter.

4. Training on the use of Work Safety Analysis (WSA) for every 

maintenance work to be carried out in the plant.

5. Use of WAP-FMEA (Work and Accident Process Failure 

Modes and Effects Analysis), i.e. a process FMEA consisting 

of the maintenance work and accident process.
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End of Presensation!


